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Calling All You Intuitive Writers out there! Does the idea of having to plan your romance novel in

advance horrify you, even though you are afraid of getting lost or never finishing a new story?Well

here is the secret. When you are planning to write a new story, all you need to focus on are the

characters, and how they are going to change during the course of the romance as a result of the

relationship.That is what will make your story both unique and compelling. Advanced story craft

techniques are very handy at the editing and revision stage when you shape your story for the

reader â€“ but not here!Instead, we use the power of character arc and emotional conflict to create a

simple but effective emotional story map for your romance novel.As you write your romance, your

characters will come to life on the page, and reveal their true personalities through what they say

and do. But first you have to get those characters onto the page and interacting with one another â€“

fast!This is the six-step writing process professional romance authors use to develop their novels â€“

and stay motivated and excited by their story.Now you can do the same. And keep your pants

on!Find out how to outline your romance novel when you donâ€™t know a thing about story

structure and the whole ideas of pre-planning your story freezes you. And enjoy doing it!
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I have to admit that as the headline states, I am a pantser. I've tried so many methods to outline my

writing and utterly failed at every single one. I do so much better just writing, honestly. So, I'm going

to say right off the bat this book is right up my alley based on the title alone. I knew going into the

reading that I wouldn't find much fault in her methods. Honestly, I still haven't. My issues with the

book have nothing to do with the process or even the writing.Nina is knowledgable on how to get

your idea and your characters onto the paper without stressing yourself out over every detail in the

plot. I've spent this morning, after reading most of it last night, putting her process into play. So far,

I've learned a lot about my characters and why they start out feeling as they do. The two sentences

of my starter idea have expanded to the point I'm ready to start writing. My hand needs a break from

all the pre-writing I did this morning, but I'm ready to start writing. Please don't let the words

pre-writing scare you. It's all free writing with your characters talking to you and discovering what

makes their story worth telling. I didn't know much about my hero, but now I know enough about him

to see he's going to be interesting and not just a handsome face for the heroine to fall in love with.

I'm looking forward to discovering their story.By now you're probably saying something like "It

sounds like you really enjoyed the book and found it useful. So, why the four stars instead of five?"

Since I haven't actually sat down to write the idea in its entirety, I don't feel I can give it five stars

until I've done so.
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